Over 40 years ago, two shoemakers had a vision for American made, handcrafted shoes. With innovation at the forefront of their brand vision and a handful of loyal employees, they started San Antonio Shoemakers in 1976. Today, SAS still practices a style of shoemaking that many footwear companies have abandoned. Combining high standards of comfort and fit with a renewed focus on fashion, SAS makes comfort beautiful.
**Key with Details**

Please note: Shoes marked with the symbols below apply to that shoe style only, not every shoe on the page.

- **S** S-Motion Technology®: Built into our exclusive SuperSoft® lightweight sole, this new technology supports the three part walking motion, starting first at the heel strike, across the mid-stance (arch), and through the inside ball, forward to the final toe push off. S-Motion Technology® supports natural stride, making way for improved walking performance.

- **i** Slip-Resistant: These styles feature the SAS X-tra Grip Sole™, using the Brungraber Mark II test for wet and oily conditions. The unique hexagon-shape rubber outsole pattern helps to channel floor spills to maintain effective contact with floor surfaces and is non-marking.

- **a** Italian Crafted: When we decided to create an elegant women’s shoe that best exemplifies the extraordinary comfort, design, and engineering of SAS®. Any particular style or color may have come in hand, we developed a unique approach that embraces superb craftsmanship and the heritage and love of crafting fine leather shoes. Our plan was to learn the processes for making a quality dress shoe and bring home the experience to our Master Shoemakers.Working with these artisans hand in hand, we developed a unique approach that embraces superb craftsmanship and the extraordinary comfort, design, and engineering of SAS®. Any particular style or color marked with this symbol in this catalog may be manufactured in the U.S.A., Italy, or both locations.

- **m** Medicare Approved: These styles have met the standards set by Medicare. Please see your doctor for details and qualifications.

**Customer Support**

If you have any questions or concerns related to a product, please contact us by phone at 1-877-SAS-SHOE (1-877-727-7463) or visit our website at SASshoes.com, where you’ll find the latest styles and colors.

---
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**Size Run Guide**

You will notice Size Runs listed for each shoe in this catalog. Please refer to the guide below to see what sizes are included in each Size Run. Please note that some styles that don’t fit in a Size Run will have specific sizes listed beside them.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Size Run</th>
<th>Men’s</th>
<th>Women’s</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

S = Slim, N = Narrow, M = Medium, W = Wide, WW = Double Wide, WWW = Triple Wide

All shoes come in half sizes, unless otherwise specified.
WOMEN'S CASUAL Shoes

Finest Materials
This classic loafer with modern touches is a great choice for any wardrobe. Two tassels adorn the top of this hand-laced shoe. An elasticized topline hugs soft leather to the foot for a secure, but comfortable fit. Genuine moccasin construction, strategic cushions, and a shock-absorbing lightweight sole help provide all-day comfort.

SIZES FOR HOPE: SIZE RUN C
METRO
This slip-on loafer is made with a genuine moccasin construction, which wraps soft leather completely around the foot. A removable cushioned footbed and shock-absorbing sole offers comfort for all-day wear. A polished premium adornment on the top adds a bit of sophistication to your look.

SMOOTH BLACK
SIZE RUN A

CHARCOAL NUBUCK
SIZE RUN C

BLACK PATENT
SIZE RUN A

BONE PATENT
SIZE RUN A

COGNAC CROC
SIZE RUN C

TRUFFLE NUBUCK
SIZE RUN C

BRONZE
SIZE RUN A

PEWTER
SIZE RUN A

PEARL WHITE
SIZE RUN B

TAUPE/Linen WEB
SIZE RUN B

New color!

New color!
SIMPLIFY

For those who like to keep it simple, here’s a moccasin loafer with timeless style. Soft leather with padded lining wraps completely around the foot for a plush feel. A removable cushioned footbed and a lightweight shock-absorbing sole supports you with every step. Silver Cloud and Lusso/M-Gold feature beautiful, textured vamps.

New color!
JOY
Beautiful style with handcrafted comfort, this slip-on gives you something to smile about. Hand-laced moccasin construction and a removable cushioned footbed offers superior comfort. A durable polyurethane sole provides increased stability and cushions each step.

BLACK CROC
COGNAC CROC
TAUPE CROC

SIZES FOR JOY: SIZE RUN C

PENNY J
Find good luck in the form of comfort. This timeless moccasin is made with premium leather, which is hand-laced for a classic and beautiful style. A lightweight polyurethane sole offers increased stability, while a soft removable footbed adds cushion.

BLACK
BLACK PATENT/ROUGE
SIENA
CHESTNUT
WALNUT

SIZES FOR PENNY J: SIZE RUN C

BLACK
BLACK PATENT/ROUGE
SIENA
CHESTNUT
WALNUT

SIZES FOR PENNY J: SIZE RUN C
This elegant sling-back shoe is handcrafted with a premium leather upper and lining. A cushioned insole, combined with a leather outsole, provides a durable foundation underfoot. An adjustable buckle that’s elasticized offers a snug fit that flexes with each movement.

SIZES FOR CHLOE:
N 7-10, M 5-11, 12, W 6-11, 12, WW 6-10

BLACK
ROUGE
GOLD
CHAMPAGNE

from desk
TO DATE NIGHT
LACEY
Handcrafted from premium leather, this gorgeous flat has a soft insole for a luxurious feel. Our lightweight sole keeps you light on your feet, and a variety of colors make it easy to find a pair for every look.

- BLACK
  N 7-11, 12, M 5-11, 12, W 6-11, 12, WW 6-10

- MUSHROOM
  N 7-11, 12, M 5-11, 12, W 6-11, 12, WW 6-10

- DENIM
  N 7-11, 12, M 6-11, 12, W 6-11, WW 6-10

- FLORAL
  N 7-11, 12, M 6-11, 12, W 6-10, WW 6-10

- ROUGE
  N 7-11, 12, M 5-11, 12, W 6-11, 12, WW 6-10

- NAVY
  M 6-11, W 6-11, 12

- DARK BROWN
  M 6-11, W 7-10

- NAVY
  M 6-11, W 6-11, 12

- PURPLE
  M 6-11, W 6-11, 12

View new beautiful colors of Lacey on SASshoes.com
CATALINA
This nautically inspired shoe features genuine moccasin construction, TRIPAD® cushions, and a removable Everbounce footbed to keep you in perfect comfort all day long.

SAVY
A classic loafer with a cool twist. This unlined moccasin has perforations across the top of the shoe. The soft leather upper, TRIPAD® cushioning and shock-absorbing sole bring comfort to your feet.

BREEZY
Get through your day in comfort with Breezy. Genuine moccasin construction and a removable footbed with TRIPAD® cushions offer plenty of comfort. Side perforations help keep your feet cool. The super light and ultra-flexible grooved sole makes this shoe easy to fold up for travel. The heel is collapsible for an alternative slip-on wear option. Look for new colors coming Fall 2017!

**CATALINA**
- Navy
- Sandstone
- Periwinkle

**SAVY**
- Black
- Linen
- Denim
- Pink

**BREEZY**
- Black
- Latte
- Periwinkle

Sizes for Catalina: M 5-12, W 5-12

Also comes with red laces!

Also comes with teal laces!

Shown below
SUNNY

Sunny is the perfect every day companion. Get a snug fit with Sunny’s elasticized topline. The feather-light ultra-flexible grooved sole makes it easy to fold up a pair, pack and go. A removable foam footbed and shock-absorbing TRIPAD® cushion provide all-day comfort. Look for new colors coming Fall 2017!

- **TANGERINE ORANGE**
  - Size Run C+
- **CANARY YELLOW**
  - Size Run C+
- **TURQ/RAINBOW**
  - Size Run C+
- **RED/RAINBOW**
  - Size Run C+
- **BLACK**
  - Size Run A
- **LATTE**
  - Size Run A
- **PERIWINKLE**
  - Size Run A
- **TEAL**
  - Size Run C
- **PINK**
  - Size Run A

New color!
New color!
New color!
New color!

shown below
shown right

SUNNY
WOMEN’S CASUAL Shoes

flexible FASHION
FUNK
Funk is an easy going shoe. SAS Flex™ technology keeps the shoe light, flexible and airport friendly. The removable footbed and TRIPAD® comfort system delivers plush comfort. Funk also gives you a customized fit with its adjustable toggle and elastic cord.

- BLACK
  - SIZE RUN C
  - M 5-11, W 6-11

- BRITISH TAN
  - SIZE RUN C
  - M 5-11, W 6-11

- SNOW
  - SIZE RUN C
  - M 5-11, W 6-11

- SOFT GOLD
  - SIZE RUN C
  - M 5-11, W 6-11

- SKY
  - SIZE RUN C
  - M 5-11, W 6-11

- ROSE
  - SIZE RUN C
  - M 5-11, W 6-11

- SANTOLINA
  - SIZE RUN C

- AQUA DOT
  - M 5-11, W 6-11

- HUESO DOT
  - M 5-11, W 6-11

- LAVA STRIPE
  - M 5-11, W 6-11

- VERDE DOT
  - M 5-11, W 6-11

- BLACK
  - SIZE RUN C

- SNOW
  - SIZE RUN C

- SOFT GOLD
  - SIZE RUN C

- SKY
  - SIZE RUN C

- ROSE
  - SIZE RUN C

- SANTOLINA
  - SIZE RUN C

- AQUA DOT
  - M 5-11, W 6-11

- HUESO DOT
  - M 5-11, W 6-11

- LAVA STRIPE
  - M 5-11, W 6-11

- VERDE DOT
  - M 5-11, W 6-11

find the perfect handbag pairing at SASshoes.com/faye-funk
ROAMER

Feel free to roam in comfort with this unique classic. The handcrafted leather upper includes an adjustable leather strap for a custom fit. A beautifully designed cutout offers breathability and a charming style. The removable footbed is easy to clean and cushions each step.

New!

WILLLOW

This moccasin is built with the same shoe last and sole as Roamer, yet has its own unique stylish cutout pattern. TRIPAD® cushioning, a shock-absorbing sole, padded lining and EZ Strap offer superb comfort and adjustability that can be changed throughout the day as needed.

SANTOLINA
S 7-10, N 7-11, M 5-11, W 5-11, WW 6-10

BLACK SMOOTH
SIZE RUN B

PINK
SIZE RUN C+

SAGE
SIZE RUN C

LINEN
SIZE RUN B

DENIM
SIZE RUN C+

CHESTNUT
S 7-10, N 7-11, M 5-11, W 5-11, WW 6-10

CHARCOAL NUBUCK
SIZE RUN A

BLACK
SIZE RUN A

NAVY
SIZE RUN A

SANTOLINA
S 7-10, N 7-11, M 5-11, W 5-11, WW 6-10

LINEN
SIZE RUN C

CORAL
SIZE RUN C

LIPSTICK
M 5-11

WEB WOMEN'S CASUAL SHOES
BLISS
Bliss is your ultra no fuss slip-on. A stretch fabric upper flexes with the shape of your foot. A lightweight wedge sole keeps you light on your feet while TRIPAD® cushioning offers support and comfort throughout the day. Look for new colors coming Fall 2017!

shown left

BLACK
SIZE RUN A

NAVY
S 7-10, N 7-11, M 5-11, W 5-11, WW 6-10
DREAM
Handcrafted from fine leather, this sleek slip-on features true moccasin construction. Pillow-soft lining, TRIPAD® cushioning, and a removable cushioned footbed comfort each step. Side gore panels provide flexibility with every movement. Dream Black will change to “Size Run A” early 2017!

BLACK
S 7-10, N 7-11, M 5-11, W 5-11, WW 6-10

BLACK SNAKE
SIZE RUN C

NAVY
SIZE RUN C

MARIA
This classic “Mary Jane” style has comfort covered. A removable footbed, TRIPAD® cushioning, a padded heel and a lightweight shock-absorbing sole offer long-lasting support. An elastic strap under the buckle flexes with movement for a snug and secure fit.

BLACK
SIZE RUN A

BLACK SNAKE
SIZE RUN C

MUSHROOM SNAKE
SIZE RUN C

TAN
SIZE RUN C

PRALINE
SIZE RUN C

CRISBY
This sweet little slip-on has elastic straps that criss-cross over the top of your foot for a soft and secure fit. A shock-absorbing sole provides increased stability while a removable footbed and TRIPAD® cushioning add comfort.

BLACK
SIZE RUN C

BLACK PATENT
SIZE RUN C

NERO
SIZE RUN C

PRALINE
SIZE RUN C

PETRA
This hand-laced classic has generous comfort with a sophisticated, slender design. Genuine leather wraps completely around the foot while a cushioned footbed comforts the foot from heel to arch. A flexible and lightweight shock-absorbing sole offers support to last the day.

CHARCOAL
SIZE RUN C

MULCH
SIZE RUN C

TRUFFLE
SIZE RUN C

TAN
SIZE RUN C

BROWN
S 7-10, N 7-11, M 5-11, W 5-11, WW 6-10

DREAM
Handcrafted from fine leather, this sleek slip-on features true moccasin construction. Pillow-soft lining, TRIPAD® cushioning, and a removable cushioned footbed comfort each step. Side gore panels provide flexibility with every movement. Dream Black will change to “Size Run A” early 2017!

BLACK
S 7-10, N 7-11, M 5-11, W 5-11, WW 6-10

BLACK SNAKE
SIZE RUN C

NAVY
SIZE RUN C

MARIA
This classic “Mary Jane” style has comfort covered. A removable footbed, TRIPAD® cushioning, a padded heel and a lightweight shock-absorbing sole offer long-lasting support. An elastic strap under the buckle flexes with movement for a snug and secure fit.

BLACK
SIZE RUN A

BLACK SNAKE
SIZE RUN C

MUSHROOM SNAKE
SIZE RUN C

TAN
SIZE RUN C

PRALINE
SIZE RUN C

CRISBY
This sweet little slip-on has elastic straps that criss-cross over the top of your foot for a soft and secure fit. A shock-absorbing sole provides increased stability while a removable footbed and TRIPAD® cushioning add comfort.

BLACK
SIZE RUN C

BLACK PATENT
SIZE RUN C

NERO
SIZE RUN C

PRALINE
SIZE RUN C

PETRA
This hand-laced classic has generous comfort with a sophisticated, slender design. Genuine leather wraps completely around the foot while a cushioned footbed comforts the foot from heel to arch. A flexible and lightweight shock-absorbing sole offers support to last the day.

CHARCOAL
SIZE RUN C

MULCH
SIZE RUN C

TRUFFLE
SIZE RUN C

TAN
SIZE RUN C

BROWN
S 7-10, N 7-11, M 5-11, W 5-11, WW 6-10

DREAM
Handcrafted from fine leather, this sleek slip-on features true moccasin construction. Pillow-soft lining, TRIPAD® cushioning, and a removable cushioned footbed comfort each step. Side gore panels provide flexibility with every movement. Dream Black will change to “Size Run A” early 2017!

BLACK
S 7-10, N 7-11, M 5-11, W 5-11, WW 6-10

BLACK SNAKE
SIZE RUN C

NAVY
SIZE RUN C

MARIA
This classic “Mary Jane” style has comfort covered. A removable footbed, TRIPAD® cushioning, a padded heel and a lightweight shock-absorbing sole offer long-lasting support. An elastic strap under the buckle flexes with movement for a snug and secure fit.

BLACK
SIZE RUN A

BLACK SNAKE
SIZE RUN C

MUSHROOM SNAKE
SIZE RUN C

TAN
SIZE RUN C

PRALINE
SIZE RUN C

CRISBY
This sweet little slip-on has elastic straps that criss-cross over the top of your foot for a soft and secure fit. A shock-absorbing sole provides increased stability while a removable footbed and TRIPAD® cushioning add comfort.

BLACK
SIZE RUN C

BLACK PATENT
SIZE RUN C

NERO
SIZE RUN C

PRALINE
SIZE RUN C

PETRA
This hand-laced classic has generous comfort with a sophisticated, slender design. Genuine leather wraps completely around the foot while a cushioned footbed comforts the foot from heel to arch. A flexible and lightweight shock-absorbing sole offers support to last the day.

CHARCOAL
SIZE RUN C

MULCH
SIZE RUN C

TRUFFLE
SIZE RUN C

TAN
SIZE RUN C

BROWN
S 7-10, N 7-11, M 5-11, W 5-11, WW 6-10

DREAM
Handcrafted from fine leather, this sleek slip-on features true moccasin construction. Pillow-soft lining, TRIPAD® cushioning, and a removable cushioned footbed comfort each step. Side gore panels provide flexibility with every movement. Dream Black will change to “Size Run A” early 2017!

BLACK
S 7-10, N 7-11, M 5-11, W 5-11, WW 6-10

BLACK SNAKE
SIZE RUN C

NAVY
SIZE RUN C

MARIA
This classic “Mary Jane” style has comfort covered. A removable footbed, TRIPAD® cushioning, a padded heel and a lightweight shock-absorbing sole offer long-lasting support. An elastic strap under the buckle flexes with movement for a snug and secure fit.

BLACK
SIZE RUN A

BLACK SNAKE
SIZE RUN C

MUSHROOM SNAKE
SIZE RUN C

TAN
SIZE RUN C

PRALINE
SIZE RUN C

CRISBY
This sweet little slip-on has elastic straps that criss-cross over the top of your foot for a soft and secure fit. A shock-absorbing sole provides increased stability while a removable footbed and TRIPAD® cushioning add comfort.

BLACK
SIZE RUN C

BLACK PATENT
SIZE RUN C

NERO
SIZE RUN C

PRALINE
SIZE RUN C

PETRA
This hand-laced classic has generous comfort with a sophisticated, slender design. Genuine leather wraps completely around the foot while a cushioned footbed comforts the foot from heel to arch. A flexible and lightweight shock-absorbing sole offers support to last the day.

CHARCOAL
SIZE RUN C

MULCH
SIZE RUN C

TRUFFLE
SIZE RUN C

TAN
SIZE RUN C

BROWN
S 7-10, N 7-11, M 5-11, W 5-11, WW 6-10

DREAM
Handcrafted from fine leather, this sleek slip-on features true moccasin construction. Pillow-soft lining, TRIPAD® cushioning, and a removable cushioned footbed comfort each step. Side gore panels provide flexibility with every movement. Dream Black will change to “Size Run A” early 2017!

BLACK
S 7-10, N 7-11, M 5-11, W 5-11, WW 6-10

BLACK SNAKE
SIZE RUN C

NAVY
SIZE RUN C

MARIA
This classic “Mary Jane” style has comfort covered. A removable footbed, TRIPAD® cushioning, a padded heel and a lightweight shock-absorbing sole offer long-lasting support. An elastic strap under the buckle flexes with movement for a snug and secure fit.

BLACK
SIZE RUN A

BLACK SNAKE
SIZE RUN C

MUSHROOM SNAKE
SIZE RUN C

TAN
SIZE RUN C

PRALINE
SIZE RUN C

CRISBY
This sweet little slip-on has elastic straps that criss-cross over the top of your foot for a soft and secure fit. A shock-absorbing sole provides increased stability while a removable footbed and TRIPAD® cushioning add comfort.

BLACK
SIZE RUN C

BLACK PATENT
SIZE RUN C

NERO
SIZE RUN C

PRALINE
SIZE RUN C

PETRA
This hand-laced classic has generous comfort with a sophisticated, slender design. Genuine leather wraps completely around the foot while a cushioned footbed comforts the foot from heel to arch. A flexible and lightweight shock-absorbing sole offers support to last the day.

CHARCOAL
SIZE RUN C

MULCH
SIZE RUN C

TRUFFLE
SIZE RUN C

TAN
SIZE RUN C

BROWN
S 7-10, N 7-11, M 5-11, W 5-11, WW 6-10

DREAM
Handcrafted from fine leather, this sleek slip-on features true moccasin construction. Pillow-soft lining, TRIPAD® cushioning, and a removable cushioned footbed comfort each step. Side gore panels provide flexibility with every movement. Dream Black will change to “Size Run A” early 2017!

BLACK
S 7-10, N 7-11, M 5-11, W 5-11, WW 6-10

BLACK SNAKE
SIZE RUN C

NAVY
SIZE RUN C

MARIA
This classic “Mary Jane” style has comfort covered. A removable footbed, TRIPAD® cushioning, a padded heel and a lightweight shock-absorbing sole offer long-lasting support. An elastic strap under the buckle flexes with movement for a snug and secure fit.

BLACK
SIZE RUN A

BLACK SNAKE
SIZE RUN C

MUSHROOM SNAKE
SIZE RUN C

TAN
SIZE RUN C

PRALINE
SIZE RUN C

CRISBY
This sweet little slip-on has elastic straps that criss-cross over the top of your foot for a soft and secure fit. A shock-absorbing sole provides increased stability while a removable footbed and TRIPAD® cushioning add comfort.

BLACK
SIZE RUN C

BLACK PATENT
SIZE RUN C

NERO
SIZE RUN C

PRALINE
SIZE RUN C

PETRA
This hand-laced classic has generous comfort with a sophisticated, slender design. Genuine leather wraps completely around the foot while a cushioned footbed comforts the foot from heel to arch. A flexible and lightweight shock-absorbing sole offers support to last the day.

CHARCOAL
SIZE RUN C

MULCH
SIZE RUN C

TRUFFLE
SIZE RUN C

TAN
SIZE RUN C

BROWN
S 7-10, N 7-11, M 5-11, W 5-11, WW 6-10
Elevated Standards

WOMEN’S DRESS Shoes
MOXIE

This classic pointed toe pump with a kitten heel is a chic design that’s lasted the ages. Soft, premium Italian leather upper and lining feels elegant on the foot. A genuine leather sole with a rubber insert offers a durable and slip-resistant base with a fully padded insole. Moxie has a designer look with a plush pillow feel.

NEW COLOR!

ONYX
M 6-11, 12, W 6-11, 12

BROWN TURF
M 6-11, W 6-11

JEANS
M 6-11, W 6-11

WEBSTER WINE
M 6-11, 12, W 6-11, 12

GREEN TUNDRA
M 6-11, 12, W 6-11, 12

NEW COLOR!

BLACK
M 6-11, 12, W 6-11, 12

BLACK SUEDE
M 6-11, 12, W 6-11, 12

MUSHROOM
M 6-11, 12, W 6-11, 12
ELAINE

Our kitten heel pump has an elegant silhouette. Handcrafted for comfort with a cushioned, removable footbed and lining made from soft leather makes each step feel luxurious. Added depth provides extra toe room, and a durable sole with added grip offers a secure step.

BLACK PATENT
N 7-10, M 5-11, 12, W 6-11, 12, WW 6-10

BLACK
N 7-10, M 5-11, 12, W 6-11, 12, WW 6-10

NAVY
M 6-10, W 6-10

BROWN
N 7-10, M 5-11, 12, W 6-11, 12, WW 6-10

MUSHROOM
N 7-9, M 6-10, W 6-10, WW 6.5-9

CATE

This elegant, dressy “Mary Jane” is loaded with SAS comfort and stylized features. Beautiful scalloped smooth Italian leather compliments a rich suede leather upper. A tapered kitten heel with a textured sole adds stability, while an adjustable buckle with hidden elastic gives a custom, snug fit that flexes with each step.

BLACK
SIZES FOR CATE: M 6-10, W 6-10

BORDO

NAVY

REGINA

This classic women’s pump is designed with a premium soft leather upper and lining. A removable cushioned footbed offers exquisite comfort. Extra padding in the heel prevents your foot from slipping, and versatile colors make this pump easy to fit into your wardrobe.

BLACK
N 7-10, M 5-12, W 6-12, WW 6-10

BROWN
SIZE RUN C

RED
SIZE RUN C

NAVY
SIZE RUN C

MUSHROOM
SIZE RUN C
SONYO
Sonyo has a style of its own. Premium leather in a variety of colors is carefully stitched to form a beautiful silhouette on the foot. Delicate cutouts add an upscale design and ventilation. A "V" cutout aids in fitting higher insteps. Genuine moccasin construction, a removable footbed, TRIPAD® cushioning and a lightweight sole provide long-lasting support.
AUBREY
Luxurious Italian leather and a matching leather bow give this wedge a classy style and upscale feel. Soft premium leather lining, a removable cushioned footbed and added depth for extra toe room provide lasting comfort all day.

AVA
Chic and sophisticated, this peep-toe wedge has a leather bow for that perfect dressy look. Premium patent leather upper or flocked floral design add an upscale style, while soft leather lining surrounds the foot in comfort. Added depth allows for extra toe room without sacrificing an elegant look. A removable footbed and durable sole create shock-absorption and cushion.

COCO
An upscale look with a cushioned feel, Coco brings comfort and fashion together. Trendy two-toned premium leather options are versatile for any wardrobe. A removable footbed, TRIPAD® cushioning, and pillow-soft lining provide cushion on top of a shock-absorbing sole.

LUCIA
This sleek dress heel is handcrafted with stretch fabric for a snug and comfortable fit. Soft premium leather lining hugs the foot and added depth offers extra toe room. A removable footbed cushions each step while a leather sole with a rubber insert provides a natural cushion and extra grip.
**SOFIA.**
This delicate wedge has an elevated style with exquisite comfort features. A variety of premium leather uppers create a plethora of color options. Soft leather lining hugs the foot while added depth gives extra toe room for all-day comfort. A removable footbed cushions each step, while a textured sole offers stability and grip.

**SCARLETT.**
An elegant wedge that looks even better on the foot, Scarlett is a lovely peep-toe classic. Soft leather gives Scarlett a smooth look and feel. A removable footbed cradles the curves and arches of your foot and keeps you supported during long days. Textured grip on the sole provides added stability.

## Colors
- **NOIR**
  - M 7-10, W 6-10, WW 6-10
- **ROUGE**
  - N 7-10, M 7-10, W 6.5-10, WW 6-10
- **DIJON**
  - N 7-9, M 6-9, 10, W 6-9, 10, WW 6-9
- **BRUNE**
  - M 7-9, W 7-9, WW 7-9
- **PASTEL MULTI**
  - N 7-9, M 6-10, 11, 12, W 6-10, WW 6-9
- **JEANS**
  - M 6-9, W 6-10
- **GRAY**
  - N 7-10, M 6.5-10, W 6-10, WW 6-10
- **NAVY**
  - M 6.5-10, W 6-10
- **BROWN**
  - M 6.5-10, W 6-10
- **MUSHROOM**
  - M 6.5-9.5
- **IVORY**
  - M 6-10
- **BLACK**
  - M 6-11, 12, W 6-11, 12
- **NAVY**
  - M 6-11, 12, W 6-11, 12
- **ROUGE**
  - N 7-10, M 7.5-10, W 6.5-10, WW 6-10
- **DIJON**
  - N 7-9, M 6-9, 10, W 6-9, 10, WW 6-9
- **JEANS**
  - M 6-9, W 6-10
- **GRAY**
  - N 7-10, M 6.5-10, W 6-10, WW 6-10
- **NAVY**
  - M 6.5-10, W 6-10
- **WINE**
  - M 6.5-10, W 6-10
Experienced Artisans

WOMEN'S DRESS
Boots
DELANEY
This upscale ankle boot is today’s must-have fashionable look. Gore panels on each side add flexibility to a custom fit and make it easy for on and off wear. A soft, padded insole cushions your foot and a durable sole provides stability and traction to each step.

MADDY
This ankle boot is made with the finest quality, tumbled Italian leather for a soft touch and rich appearance. The low inside zipper makes it easy to slip on and off, while the decorative buckle gives the boot a distinctive look. A rugged outsole provides traction and shock-absorption, while soft leather lining and a padded insole surround the foot in comfort.
BOOTS for the bold, not the bashful

DUCHESS
Smooth Italian leather is featured on the upper and lining of this luxurious knee-high boot. Gore panels from the shaft to the ankle accommodate a variety of calf widths. A full length zipper on the inside of the boot for easy on and off wear. A padded insole provides added cushion for all-day wear. Duchess’ calf measurement is 15”, but is also available in an expanded calf size option with a calf measurement of 17”.

BLACK SMOOTH
M 6-11, 12, W 6-11, 12
Innovative Vision

WOMEN'S ACTIVE Shoes
SPORTY
Upgrade your walk with this modernized, active shoe. Premium leather uppers, with color options including nylon mesh, create a trendy look. TRIPAD® cushioning supports all three main pressure points of the foot. SAS Flex™ technology creates a lightweight flexible shoe, and a dual-density sole provides stability and traction. Alternative laces are included with each pair (shown left).

SIZES FOR SPORTY:
SIZE RUN A

SPORTING STYLE

GRAY/WHITE
BLACK
SILVER

featuring
DUAL-DENSITY
SOLE

shown left
TOUR
Keep moving in superior comfort with this active women’s shoe. The EZ Lace system provides even tension across the instep as laces slide easily. A removable footbed, shock-absorbing midsole, and a flexible outsole keep your foot supported and cushioned.

TOUR MESH

BLACK PATENT
SIZE RUN C

BLACK
SIZE RUN A+

WHITE
SIZE RUN A+

ORANGE/WHITE
SIZE RUN C

RED/BLACK
SIZE RUN C

GREEN/YELLOW
SIZE RUN C

MAROON/WHITE
SIZE RUN C

BLUE
SIZE RUN C

DUST
SIZE RUN A+

SILVER
SIZE RUN A+

RED MULTI
M 5-11

SHOWN LEFT
TMV

Customize your fit with SAS EZ Straps featured on this women’s active wear shoe. A removable, cushioned footbed and flexible shock-absorbing sole provide long-lasting comfort and support.

New color!

BLACK

SIZES FOR TMV: SIZE RUN A

SILVER

Perfect fit for ALL WALKS

WALK EASY™

Experience a new evolution in comfort with walk easy™. S-Motion Technology® supports the three part walking motion; from heel strike, through the mid-step to the final toe push-off. Each step is cushioned with our TRIPAD® comfort system and a soft, lightweight sole. Laces slide easily, providing even tension across the instep.

- BLACK
  SIZE RUN A
  S 7-10, N 7-11, M 5-11, W 5-11, WW 6-10

- COFFEE
  S 7-10, N 7-11, M 5-11, W 5-11, WW 6-10

- NERO
  S 7-10, N 7-11, M 5-11, W 5-11, WW 6-10

- CHOCOLATE
  S 7-10, N 7-11, M 5-11, W 5-11, WW 6-10

- SAGE
  S 7-10, N 7-11, M 5-11, W 5-11, WW 6-10

WOMEN’S ACTIVE Shoes

featuring S-MOTION TECHNOLOGY™

Built into our exclusive SuperSoft® lightweight sole, this new technology supports the three part walking motion, starting first at the heel strike, across the mid-stance (arch), and through the inside ball, forward to the final toe push off. S-Motion Technology® supports natural stride, making way for improved walking performance.

TMV WALK EASY™

Perfect fit for ALL WALKS
STEP OUT

Quickly adjust your fit with an SAS EZ Strap on this “Mary Jane” shoe. TRIPAD® comfort adds extra cushioning to the three main pressure points of the foot, while S-Motion Technology® supports the three part walking motion: from heel strike, through the mid-step to the final toe push-off.

SIZES FOR STEP OUT:
SIZE RUN C

BLACK

BROWN

shown left
FREE TIME

This versatile walking shoe is a long-time SAS customer favorite. A removable footbed, TRIPAD® cushioning, added depth for extra toe room, and a soft sole for shock-absorption help keep your feet in blissful comfort. SAS EZ Lace system allows laces to slide easily for even tension across the instep. Free time is available in five widths for even the most challenging fit.

ME TOO

This active walking shoe has a customizable fit with SAS EZ Straps. A removable cushioned footbed, TRIPAD® cushioning, added depth for extra toe room and a shock-absorbing sole keep your feet walking in comfort.
Quality Craftsmanship
WOMEN'S CLASSIC

A classic SAS customer favorite, Bounce features moccasin construction with a padded heel and arch. A soft lining cushions each step and a shock-absorbing, polyurethane wedge sole supports your foot.

BOUNCE

Bounceez™ is an elastic shoelace that transforms your favorite lace-up into a slip-on. Available in vibrant shades to brighten your day and put flex in your step.

A classic SAS customer favorite, Bounce features moccasin construction with a padded heel and arch. A soft lining cushions each step and a shock-absorbing, polyurethane wedge sole supports your foot.

BOUNCE

New color!

RAVEN
SIZE RUN B

CRANBERRY
SIZE RUN C+

BLUE BIRD
SIZE RUN B

New color!

also comes with a secondary pair of laces!

New color!

CHERRY BLOSSOM
SIZE RUN A

M 6-10, W 6-9

BLACK
SIZE RUN A

M 6-10, W 6-9

MOCHA
M 6-10, W 6-10

IRIS
M 6-10, W 6-9

MARIGOLD
M 6-10, W 6-9

SWEET PEA
M 6-10, W 6.5-9

BLUEBELL
M 6-10, W 6-9

New color!

New color!

New color!

SHOES

Blue Bird

Raven

Cranberry

Mocha

Iris

Marigold

Sweet Pea

Bounceez™ is an elastic shoelace that transforms your favorite lace-up into a slip-on. Available in vibrant shades to brighten your day and put flex in your step.
SIESTA
This retro style wraps supple leather completely around the foot with genuine moccasin construction. The cushioned inside lining, padded arch, and soft heel make for a plush feel with every wear.

CLASSIC
Classic’s slip-on design with hidden elastic gore gives you a snug fit that flexes with movement. Genuine moccasin construction wraps soft leather and plush lining completely around the foot for total comfort.

MAGICAL
Silver ornamentation adds a touch of class to this comfy slip-on. Hidden elastic gore stretches across the instep for an easy fit. Magical features a shock-absorbing wedge heel.
TWIN
Twin elastic panels and a padded heel collar give a comfortable and secure fit to this moccasin slip-on. A removable cushioned footbed with a contoured arch and a shock-absorbing sole provide support.

![Black Twin](image1)
![Mulch Twin](image2)

Sizes for Twin: Size Run A

CLOG
This classic clog features premium leather with padded lining, surrounding the foot in comfort. A removable footbed designed to cradle the heel and TRIPAD® cushioning support the foot. An adjustable strap and buckle create a customizable fit. Look for new colors coming Fall 2017!

![Black Clog](image3)
![Blue Flag Clog](image4)

Sizes for Clog: Size Run C

WEAVE
Decorative weave detail on a hand-laced leather upper adds a bit of style to this comfort slip-on. A full-length, cushioned footbed and TRIPAD® cushioning comforts from heel to toe, while an elasticized topline provides a fit that flexes with movement.

![Black Weave](image5)
![Chestnut Weave](image6)

Sizes for Weave: Size Run C

VIVA
A small stitching detail down the front adds a touch of character to this slip-on. This shoe features TRIPAD® cushioning, a removable footbed, side gore panels and a shock-absorbing sole for plush comfort.

![Black Viva](image7)
![Teak Viva](image8)
![Blue Flag Viva](image9)

Sizes for Viva: Size Run A, Size Run C
**EASIER**
A decorative leather saddle adds flair to this genuine moccasin classic. A removable footbed cushions each step, while a hidden elastic panel stretches for an easy and secure fit. A stylized wedge heel offers stability.

**TRAVELER**
A simple design and handcrafted features make this a unique walking shoe. A premium leather upper, soft lining, padded tongue and removable footbed add extra comfort. Laces slide easily for even tension across the instep.

**TAKE TIME**
Take time to enjoy the small things with this plush tie-up moccasin. Soft leather is hand-laced, and a padded lining surrounds the foot in comfort. A removable CoolSTEP™ footbed keeps your feet cool and dry, while a shock-absorbing sole supports you throughout the day.

**SIZES FOR TRAVELER:** SIZE RUN A

**SIZES FOR TAKE TIME:** SIZE RUN A

**SIZES FOR EASIER:**
- BLACK SIZE RUN A
- ANTIQUE WINE SIZE RUN A
- MOCHA SIZE RUN C

**Shoes**

**Antique Wine**
- BLACK
- BONE

**Black**
- BLACK

**Mocha**
- BLACK
- ANTIQUE WINE
Expert Assembly

WOMEN’S CASUAL Sandals
New!

**JETT**

An edgy style with impeccable comfort underfoot, this sandal has genuine leather straps adorned with square metal studs. Soft lining makes the leather toe-loop more comfortable. A contoured insole offers all day comfort, and a hand-polished wood effect gives a natural look.

*New!*

**CLOVER**

This chic, stylish sandal has the benefits of a supportive ankle strap, with the slip-on ease of an elastic strap across the top of the foot. Premium burnished metal accents adorn a curved leather strap shown down the front.

SIZES FOR CLOVER:
M 5-12, W 6-12

*New!*

**METALLICS**

**SPACE NERO**

**CRACKLE BRONZE**

**LUSSO CAPP**

SIZES FOR JETT:
M 5-12, W 6-12
New!

**SHELLY**

This slip-on sandal has a leather toe-loop and adjustable features including an elasticized buckle across the in-step. A contoured insole supports the natural arch of the foot. Fine leather straps wrap around the base with a hand-polished wood effect, giving this sandal a stylish flair.
PAMPA

This beautiful sandal features genuine leather straps and a wood grain patterned base that’s sure to turn heads. A soft contoured insole covered in Super Suede supports the natural arch of the foot, and a flexible sole rebounds with each step. The fit of this sandal is customizable with two adjustable buckles.

New color!

BLACK
M 5-12 W 6-12

PEARL WHITE
M 5-12, W 6-12

LIPSTICK
M 5-11, W 6-11

CHOCOLATE
M 5-12, W 6-12

FANTASIA
M 5-12, W 6-12

NEW color!
Stay on-trend with this handcrafted sandal. A soft contoured insole and shock-absorbing sole keep you in extensive comfort. An adjustable buckle on the central toe-post and an SAS EZ Strap around the ankle provide a customized fit. Chevron Fuschia is available online at SASshoes.com, or visit your local SAS retailer to order this color.

SIZES FOR MARINA:
M 4-12, W 5-12
SANIBEL
This popular sandal looks as great as it feels. A special adjustable buckle on the soft leather toe-post customizes your fit. A cushioned insole supports the natural arch of the foot, and a flexible sole rebounds with each step.

BLACK SNAKE
M 4-12

WHITE SNAKE
M 4-12

CARAMEL
M 4-12

RAINBOW RED
M 4-12

NEW COLOR!

nero snake
M 4-12

NEW COLOR!

RAINBOW TEAL
M 4-12

NEW COLOR!

ORO
M 4-12

shawn left

RAINBOW TEAL
M 4-12

NEW COLOR!

NEW COLOR!

NEW COLOR!

NEW COLOR!

comfort, love & SUPPORT

women's casual sandals

79
New! MYSTIC

For the ultimate in customizing your fit, this colorful sandal has four adjustable buckles. A cushioned insole with Super Suede lining surrounds your foot in comfort, and a shock-absorbing sole helps support each step.
NUDU
Two-toned leather and decorative stitching give this sandal unique style. A plush, contoured insole covered in soft Super Suede cradles your foot’s natural curves and arches. The leather upper is padded for ultimate comfort, and adjustable leather straps let you tailor your fit.

HARMONY
A soft and stretchy fabric upper with smooth trimming contours to your foot while maintaining a sleek and stylish profile. The adjustable ankle strap adds security to each step. A contoured, cushioned insole and shock-absorbing sole provide long-lasting support.

MIDNIGHT
SIZE RUN A

LADYBUG
SIZE RUN C

NAVY
SIZE RUN A

DUSK
SIZE RUN B

DAWN
SIZE RUN B

WHITE
SIZE RUN B

BLACK

SIZES FOR HARMONY:
SIZE RUN C

style and comfort
COME TOGETHER

NAVY

83
SANDAL BLING

Give your sandals a whole new look with Sandal Bling from SAS. Simply switch out the removable center strap on select SAS sandals and replace with one of these sparkling accessories for sassy style. SAS Sandal Bling fits on the following SAS styles: Naples, Sorrento, Iskia, Captiva, and Ginger (sold separately). For video instructions on how to use Bling, visit SASshoes.com/bling.

NAPLES

Slip into soft comfort and trendy style with this versatile sandal. Super Suede covers a contoured insole that cradles the foot. Adjustable leather straps offer a customized fit, and a soft sole adds bounce to each step. The removable center strap can quickly change up your look.

BLACK SNAKE
N 7-12, M 5-12, W 6-12

New color!

TURQUOISE
M 5-12, W 6-12

COFFEE
N 7-12, M 5-12, W 6-12

RED
M 5-12, W 6-12

дарно

NERO SNAKE
N 7-12, M 5-12, W 6-12

New color!

Mix ‘n MATCH

NERO SNAKE
N 7-12, M 5-12, W 6-12

New color!

New color!

New color!

New color!

New color!

New color!

New color!

New color!

New color!

New color!

New color!

New color!

New color!

New color!

New color!

New color!

New color!

New color!

New color!

New color!

New color!

New color!

New color!

New color!

New color!

New color!

New color!

New color!

New color!

New color!

New color!

New color!

New color!

New color!

New color!

New color!

New color!

New color!

New color!

New color!

New color!

New color!

New color!

New color!

New color!

New color!

New color!

New color!

New color!

New color!

New color!

New color!

New color!

New color!

New color!

New color!

New color!

New color!

New color!

New color!

New color!

New color!

New color!

New color!

New color!

New color!

New color!

New color!

New color!

New color!

New color!

New color!

New color!

New color!

New color!

New color!

New color!

New color!

New color!

New color!

New color!

New color!

New color!

New color!

New color!

New color!

New color!

New color!

New color!

New color!

New color!

New color!

New color!

New color!

New color!

New color!

New color!

New color!

New color!

New color!

New color!

New color!

New color!

New color!

New color!

New color!

New color!

New color!

New color!

New color!

New color!

New color!

New color!

New color!

New color!

New color!

New color!

New color!

New color!

New color!

New color!

New color!

New color!

New color!

New color!

New color!

New color!

New color!

New color!

New color!

New color!

New color!

New color!

New color!

New color!

New color!

New color!

New color!

New color!

New color!

New color!

New color!

New color!

New color!

New color!

New color!

New color!

New color!

New color!

New color!

New color!

New color!

New color!

New color!

New color!

New color!

New color!

New color!

New color!

New color!

New color!

New color!

New color!

New color!

New color!

New color!

New color!

New color!

New color!

New color!

New color!

New color!

New color!

New color!

New color!

New color!

New color!

New color!

New color!

New color!

New color!

New color!

New color!

New color!

New color!

New color!

New color!
SORRENTO
Three adjustable leather straps let you fine-tune your custom fit. A cushioned, contoured insole covered in Super Suede supports the natural arch of the foot while a soft sole rebounds with each step. A removable center strap adds versatility to your look. Black, Turquoise, and Red are smooth leathers. Nero, Praline, and Linen are nubuck leathers.

BLACK
N 7-12, M 5-12, W 6-12

TURQUOISE
M 5-12, W 6-12

RED
M 5-12, W 6-12

NERO
N 7-12, M 5-12, W 6-12

PRALINE
N 7-12, M 5-12, W 6-12

LINEN
N 7-12, M 5-12, W 6-12

iskia
Small silver embellishments and a shimmery sole make this a stylish and feminine sandal. Three slender adjustable straps provide a customized fit to this slip-on sandal, while a contoured insole supports the natural arch of the foot.

ARANCIA
M 5-11 WHOLE SIZES ONLY

SERPENTE
M 5-11

CAPTIVA
Distinctive versatile style and plush cushion underfoot make this sandal a must-have. A contoured insole with Super Suede cover supports the natural arch of the foot. Two adjustable buckles and a padded heel strap offer a more secure fit. A removable center strap can quickly change up your look.

featuring Bella Bling

BLACK
M 5-12, W 6-12

CARAMEL

WHITE

SIZES FOR CAPTIVA:
SIZE RUN A, MINUS S & WW
Precision Artistry

WOMEN’S DRESS Sandals
New!

HEATHER

Step up to style with this multi-colored premium wedge, offering comfort in a modern design. An elasticized buckle around the ankle and elastic on the instep provide a snug and flexible fit. A contoured insole, heel cradling wedge and soft leather straps create comfort all around the foot while looking sleek and on-trend.

SIZES FOR HEATHER:
SIZE RUN A

BLACK
NAVY/MULTISNAKE
CAPPUCCINO/ORANGE
New! GINGER
Plush cushioning and easily adjusted fit combine to offer ultimate comfort in this stylish wedge. Premium metal studs down the front on a removable strap add flair. Our comfort wedge features a deep-seated insole that cradles your heel and a wood grain finish for style. A woven patterned outsole offers added traction.

WEB BLACK
WEB LINEN

SIZES FOR GINGER:
SIZE RUN C+

New! DELIGHT
Leather straps crisscross to surround your foot in soft comfort, while adding support in this plush comfort wedge. An adjustable ankle strap provides customizable fit and support. A wood grain effect adds unique style, and a woven outsole adds traction for stability.

BLACK/WEB
LINEN/WEB
TURQUOISE/WEB
YELLOW/WEB

SIZES FOR DELIGHT:
SIZE RUN C+

delightfully STYLISH
NOUVEAU

Nouveau is a chic and strappy sandal perfect for any occasion. Soft leather straps wrap gently around the foot, while an adjustable buckle adds customizability to your fit. A contoured insole and all-day comfort heel cushion each step.
ALLEGRO

Dress up your look with this stylish sandal. Genuine leather straps in stylish textures give an upscale look, while an elastic strap offers flexible fit. A contoured insole keeps your foot cradled in comfort throughout the day and into the night.

Featuring Corina Chestnut/Taupe Handbag
STRIPPY
This elegant dress sandal in premium patent leathers adds a touch of shimmer to your everyday style. A soft contoured insole and lightweight wedge provide all-day comfort, while an adjustable ankle strap allows you to customize your fit. Linen/Web and Pink/Web are available online at SASshoes.com, or visit your local SAS retailer to order these colors.

BLACK PATENT
SIZE RUN A

BONE PATENT
SIZE RUN C

Linen/Web
SIZE RUN C+

PINK/WEB
SIZE RUN C+

CAPRI
Complimentary leather textures combine to create this unique sandal. Your natural arch is supported by the cushioned and contoured insole. A soft step heel and wider sole base offer extra stability.

BLACK SNAKE
SIZE RUN C

TURQUOISE/CHEVRON
SIZE RUN C

BRONZE SNAKE
SIZE RUN C

WHITE MULTI
SIZE RUN C

YELLOW/CHEVRON
SIZE RUN C

ORANGE/CHEVRON
SIZE RUN C

This elegant dress sandal in premium patent leathers adds a touch of shimmer to your everyday style. A soft contoured insole and lightweight wedge provide all-day comfort, while an adjustable ankle strap allows you to customize your fit. Linen/Web and Pink/Web are available online at SASshoes.com, or visit your local SAS retailer to order these colors.

BLACK PATENT
SIZE RUN A

BONE PATENT
SIZE RUN C

LINEN/WEB
SIZE RUN C+

PINK/WEB
SIZE RUN C+

DIVINE & delicate details

NEW color!

NEW color!

NEW color!

NEW color!

NEW color!

NEW color!

NEW color!
SUNBURST

A delicate cutout design enhances the look of this elegant dress sandal. With TRIPAD® comfort and a contoured insole, your foot is cradled in shock-absorbing comfort all day long. Customize your fit with the adjustable EZ Strap.

Sizes for Sunburst:
SIZE RUN C

SUNTIMER

A premium leather upper feels soft on the foot in this classic sandal. A snug and customized fit is made simple by the adjustable EZ Strap system. TRIPAD® comfort with a contoured insole cradles your foot in cushioned support. Red and Navy are available online at SASshoes.com, or visit your local SAS retailer to order these colors.

Sizes for SunTimer:
SIZE RUN A

BLACK PATENT

CHESTNUT

CREAM

BLACK CROC

S 7-10, N 7-12, M 5-12, W 5-12, WW 6-11

RED

S 7-10, N 7-12, M 5-12, W 5-12, WW 6-11

NAVY

S 7-10, N 7-12, M 5-12, W 5-12, WW 6-11

BEIGE CROC

SIZE RUN C

PEARL BONE

S 7-10, N 7-11, M 5-11, W 5-11, WW 6-10

LUSSO

SIZE RUN A

New color!

RED

S 7-10, N 7-12, M 5-12, W 5-12, WW 6-11

BEIGE CROC

SIZE RUN C

LUSSO

SIZE RUN A

WHITE

SIZES FOR SUNBURST:
SIZE RUN C

101 WOMEN’S DRESS Sandals
Skillful Design

WOMEN’S CLASSIC Sandals
Wide leather straps gently hug the foot to add security to your step. A broad and contoured insole covered in Super Suede supports the natural arch of the foot. An adjustable EZ Strap offers a custom fit and added comfort, while a soft sole rebounds with each step. Earth, Black, and Caramel will be available in double wide early 2017.
HUAARACHE
The hand-stitched diamond design on the top of this sandal adds an artisanal touch to your wardrobe. A plush insole covered in Super Suede provides ultimate comfort, while a soft shock-absorbing sole gives you a soft step.

DUO
This SAS customer favorite is your go-to sandal. Three adjustable buckles provide a customized fit, while a plush comfort insole and shock-absorbing sole keep you on your feet all day. The lined leather ankle strap adds stability with each step.
QUATRO
For maximum customization in a plush comfort sandal, Quatro is your pick. Four adjustable straps allow for custom fitting, including an ankle strap with a buckle that provides a secure fit. A broad contoured insole delivers plush comfort and support, while a shock-absorbing sole provides cushion.

SIZES FOR QUATRO: SIZE RUN A

TABBY
Function meets design with this sandal. Three EZ Straps with complimentary leather accents provide adjustability and create a unique style. A contoured insole and flexible sole provide cushion and support all day.

BLACK SIZE RUN A
WHITE SIZE RUN C
CARAMEL SIZE RUN C

FABULOUS new leather

SPACE NERO SIZE RUN B
BLACK SIZE RUN A
BONE SIZE RUN A

CARESS
This sleek and elegant dress sandal has an elevated wedge sole and intricate design. Ample soft leather straps overlap to wrap the foot in comfort. A contoured insole follows the natural shape of the foot for support, while a flexible wedge heel offers shock-absorption. An adjustable back strap gently holds the heel in place.
COZY
Thick cushioning wraps gently around the foot with this cozy sandal. The insole contours to the natural shape of the foot, while a comfort sole creates a rebound effect with each step. Padded lining gives extra protection, while adjustable straps allow for a custom fit. Black and Amber will be available in double wide early 2017.

RELAXED
Be secure in your step with our ultra-cushioned Relaxed sandal. Wide straps and three adjustable buckles provide a custom fit and fun style. Thick padded lining surrounds your foot in plush comfort, while a contoured insole and shock-absorbing sole cradle the foot. Black, Amber, and Natural will be available in double wide early 2017.
Distinctive Details

WOMEN'S CLASSIC Handbags
**WOMEN'S CLASSIC Handbags**

**FAYE**
Casual and spacious, Faye is your perfect tote. Faye’s size can be easily adjusted with interior hardware, giving you a custom sized bag. With two interior zipper pockets and multiple accessory pockets, Faye will keep all your things organized and ready for use. Long, slender handles hold comfortably in your hand and are attached with work wear rivets. Check out Faye’s perfect companion, Funk, available in matching Lava Stripe patterned fabric featured on page 21.

[Image of Faye in Lava Stripe]

**ALL COLORS**
9”W x 8” H x 4.5”D

**GISELLE**
This handbag is made with full-grain leather and lined with fabric. A metal zipper pocket on the front, a large easy access pocket on the back, interior smart phone pocket and credit card slots give plenty of organizational options. Two beautiful chains and a color-coordinating strap allow for shoulder or cross-body wear.

[Image of Giselle in various colors]

**ALL COLORS**
9”W x 8.5” H x 2”D

**JAMIE**
This full-grain leather tote features a shoulder strap, as well as a removable adjustable strap for wear options. Hidden high-strength magnets create an easy and secure closure. An interior zipper pocket and two accessory pockets (one large enough for a tablet) provide ample storage space.

[Image of Jamie in various colors]

**ALL COLORS**
12.5”W, 10”H, 5”D

**NEW!**
**HEIDI**
Function and beauty combine to create this unique handbag. Two sturdy vertical zipper pockets add style to the front of this handbag and are secured with the turn lock closure on top. The interior provides two compartments along with an inside zipper pocket and accessory pocket. Two beautiful chains and leather strap make cross-body or shoulder wear possible.

[Image of Heidi in various colors]

**ALL COLORS**
9”W x 8” H x 4.5”D

**NEW!**
**FAYE**
Casual and spacious, Faye is your perfect tote. Faye’s size can be easily adjusted with interior hardware, giving you a custom sized bag. With two interior zipper pockets and multiple accessory pockets, Faye will keep all your things organized and ready for use. Long, slender handles hold comfortably in your hand and are attached with work wear rivets. Check out Faye’s perfect companion, Funk, available in matching Lava Stripe patterned fabric featured on page 21.

[Image of Faye in Lava Stripe]

**ALL COLORS**
9”W x 8” H x 4.5”D

**NEW!**
**GISELLE**
This handbag is made with full-grain leather and lined with fabric. A metal zipper pocket on the front, a large easy access pocket on the back, interior smart phone pocket and credit card slots give plenty of organizational options. Two beautiful chains and a color-coordinating strap allow for shoulder or cross-body wear.

[Image of Giselle in various colors]

**ALL COLORS**
9”W x 8.5” H x 2”D

**NEW!**
**JAMIE**
This full-grain leather tote features a shoulder strap, as well as a removable adjustable strap for wear options. Hidden high-strength magnets create an easy and secure closure. An interior zipper pocket and two accessory pockets (one large enough for a tablet) provide ample storage space.

[Image of Jamie in various colors]

**ALL COLORS**
12.5”W, 10”H, 5”D

**NEW!**
**EDEE**

Edee is your go-to hobo full-grain leather style bag. With two exterior pockets, an inset zippered pocket for valuables, and interior zipper and accessory pockets, Edee has plenty of room for your essentials. The extra wide handle sits comfortably on the shoulder, and is attached with polished metal hardware for an elegant touch.

**BLACK AND LUGGAGE**
13"W, 9"H, 3.5"D

**DIANE**

Diane combines simplicity and distinctiveness to make a stylish full-grain leather handbag that’s also convenient. Two elegant, metal zipper pockets on the front exterior make a unique and trend-setting look for this popular shoulder bag. Two interior compartments keep your things organized. Diane’s handles are designed with foam cushioning for extra comfort on your shoulder.

**ALL COLORS**
11"W, 7.5"H, 5"D

**NEW COLORS!**

- Bone shown left
- Red shown left
- Navy
- Black

**BLAIR**

Blair is your perfect day-to-day bag. Multiple accessory pockets and two side exterior pockets provide a convenient way to organize your things. With a spacious tote design, you’ll have room for all of your essentials. Blair’s handles sit comfortably on your shoulder for comfort and style. Scarf not included.

**CAMEL AND BLACK**
16"W, 9"H, 5"D

**CAMILLE**

Camille is your minimalist, full-grain leather bag with a simple, clean style. The interior provides a zippered pocket as well as an accessory pocket, so you’ll have just enough space for your essentials. Camille’s elegant design is finished with a chic, magnetic clasp.

**BLACK AND BRANDY**
10.5"W, 8"H, 2"D
BARBARA TOO

Storage and strap options make this bag versatile. The exterior and front flap are made with premium full-grain cowhide leather. Two main top compartments (one zipper topped and one magnetic closure), front and rear zipper pockets, inside zipper pocket, inside utility pocket and a leather trimmed lining divider offer plenty of options for organization. An adjustable leather strap with solid brass hardware provides multiple wear options.

This bag lays flat against the body and can be worn on the shoulder or across the body. A long, slender leather strap can be worn at its natural length, or tied to create a shorter shoulder drop. Drum-dyed leather creates a soft and supple exterior. The main zipper compartment is lined with fabric. An outside zipper pocket on the front, and a slip pocket on the back, provide plenty of storage options for your basic essentials. Available in an assortment of colors.

ALL COLORS

9”H X 12”W X 4”D

STONE shown left
NAVY shown left
BLACK
GRANITE

DOLLEY

This bag lays flat against the body and can be worn on the shoulder or across the body. A long, slender leather strap can be worn at its natural length, or tied to create a shorter shoulder drop. Drum-dyed leather creates a soft and supple exterior. The main zipper compartment is lined with fabric. An outside zipper pocket on the front, and a slip pocket on the back, provide plenty of storage options for your basic essentials. Available in an assortment of colors.

ALL COLORS

9”H X 7”W X 2”D

STONE shown left
NAVY shown left
BLACK
GRANITE

MELON shown left
PEWTER shown left
WHEAT
RASPBERRY
BROWN
BONE/TEAL
BLUE BONNET
BLACK
Take a moment to think about the shoes you’re wearing right now. You probably haven’t given much thought to where they were before they landed on your feet. If you happen to be wearing SAS shoes, that one pair has had a host of experiences prior to leaving the factory. In fact, just one pair of our shoes can go through up to 100 different steps and assurances before they are declared SAS quality.

In order to create SAS shoes, the ones that have come to be known as the “shoes you don’t want to take off at the end of the day,” there are 14 categories of operations that take place in our factories, like leather selection, die-making, cutting, lasting, and more. Within those categories, approximately 80 different skilled pairs of hands are carefully constructing and inspecting each shoe to make sure the SAS shoes you choose are the best made pair of footwear in your closet.

With two main operating factories (our original, established in 1976, in San Antonio, Texas, and our Del Rio, Texas factory that opened its doors in 1985) the company sticks to our founders’ vision of handcrafted, genuine leather shoes made in the U.S.A. We also own and operate a sister plant in Acuna, Mexico, which is directly across the border from Del Rio, Texas, where specific operations, such as hand sewing and stitching take place on some of our styles. Additionally, we work hand in hand with a multi-generational family owned shoe manufacturer in Italy to design and engineer our line of pumps and other dress shoes.

WHERE STYLE AND COMFORT ARE CREATED.

THE STEPS SAS TAKES, SO YOURS ARE STYLISH & COMFORTABLE.
Creating fine, high-quality products for over 40 years and counting.
Unique Styling

MEN'S CASUAL Shoes
DECKSIDER

Nautically inspired, this men’s moccasin has classic style and handcrafted comfort. Soft, genuine leather completely wraps around the foot, and a removable Everbounce footbed supports your natural arch. The lace extends completely around the topline of the shoe for adjustability and even tension across the instep.

SIZES FOR DECKSIDER:
SIZE RUN C, MINUS WW

WEEKENDER

This slip-on is perfect for travel or relaxing on the weekends. SAS Flex™ technology makes this shoe light, flexible and airport friendly. Elastic side panels make it easy to slip these on and off. TRIPAD® comfort and Everbounce footbed cushion the three main pressure points of your foot while supporting the contours of the foot.

SIZES FOR WEEKENDER:
SIZE RUN C, MINUS WW

BLACK
NEW BRIAR
OLD SAND
ROOTBEER
M 8-13, W 8-13
OPORTO
SIZE RUN C, MINUS WW
SANDSTONE
SIZE RUN C, MINUS WW
BLACK
SIZE RUN C, MINUS WW
DECKSIDER

MEN’S CASUAL Shoes

Shown left

NEW BRIAR
ENCORE
Get plush customizable comfort with this slip-on sandal for men. Genuine tumbled leather with soft, padded lining wraps the foot in cushioning. A broad contoured insole covered in Super Suede supports the natural arch of the foot. Adjustable straps offer a customized fit that can easily be changed throughout the day.

SIZES FOR ENCORE: M 7-11, W 7-10.5

BRAVO
This sandal has comfort worthy of applause. Genuine tumbled leather lined with soft padded cushion surrounds the foot. Three adjustable straps with buckles allow for a customizable fit, while a contoured insole wrapped in Super Suede cradles the arches and curves of your foot.

New color!

SIZES FOR BRAVO: N 8-12, M 8-12, 13, 14, 15, W 8-12, 13, 14, 15

SIDE GORE
The hand-laced moccasin construction of this slip-on features soft premium leather and padded lining. Gore panels on each side create a snug and flexible fit. A removable CoolSTEP™ footbed features an anti-friction top which inhibits heat to help keep your feet dry and comfortable all day. With TRIPAD® cushions and a shock-absorbing sole, your feet are supported for all-day wear.

SIZES FOR SIDE GORE: SIZE RUN A

‘BOUT TIME
Handsewn moccasin construction wraps soft leather completely around the foot in this long-time SAS favorite. A removable footbed molds to the foot’s natural arch, and a flexible sole provides maximum shock absorption. The EZ Lace system provides even tension across the instep.

SIZES FOR ‘BOUT TIME: SIZE RUN A

MEN’S CASUAL Shoes

BLACK
MULCH
CORDOVAN
BLACK
MULCH
CORDOVAN
BLACK
MULCH
CORDOVAN

SIDE GORE

BRAVO

ENCORE

‘BOUT TIME
Timeless Traditions

Men's Dress Shoes
AMBASSADOR

Get a classic look with this handcrafted lace-up style. A cushioned, removable footbed, padded leather lining, and TRIPAD® cushioning provide comfort with each step. A padded tongue and collar add extra comfort, while a shock-absorbing sole supports all day.

SIZES FOR AMBASSADOR: SIZE RUN C

OILY BLACK

COFFEE BEAN

BLACK

BROWN

STATESMAN

Trendy yet classic, this ankle boot has a timeless style. Extra cushioning in a removable footbed and TRIPAD® comfort supports each step. The lightweight flexible sole helps to keep you moving.

SIZES FOR STATESMAN:
M 7-13, W 7-13

OILY BLACK

COFFEE BEAN

make a STATEMENT
DIPLOMAT
This streamlined slip-on has style to impress with comfort to last the day. Premium leather, padded leather lining and a removable cushioned footbed provide added comfort. TRIPAD® cushioning provides extra support for the inside ball, outside ball and heel of the foot. The lightweight sole is flexible and shock-absorbing for all-day wear.

ACE
This classic men’s slip-on moccasin features a premium hand-laced upper with soft leather lining and a cushioned sock lining. A stylish strap across the top adds a dressy look. Shock-absorbing polyurethane gives the sole comfort and support.

VENETIAN
Handsewn genuine leather completes the handcrafted look of this classic men’s slip-on. Soft leather lining surrounds your foot in comfort. A shock-absorbing sole and added toe-room provide roomy comfort for all-day wear.

PENNY 40
This classic men’s style features a saddle across the top for an authentic penny loafer design. Handsewn quality leather upper and lining, genuine moccasin construction, steel shank and a genuine leather sole provide comfort and support to last all day.
Superior Shoemakers

MEN'S ACTIVE Shoes
New!

CRUISE ON

Cruise On brings you revolutionary walking comfort in a slip-on shoe. Built into the Supersoft® sole is our S-Motion Technology®, which supports the natural walking motion from heel strike to toe push-off. Elastic gores help give this shoe a snug and comfortable fit.

SIZES FOR CRUISE ON:
S 10-13, N 9-13, M 7-13, W 7-13, WW 7-13

featuring S-MOTION TECHNOLOGY®

Built into our exclusive SuperSoft® lightweight sole, this new technology supports the three part walking motion, starting first at the heel strike, across the mid-stance (arch), and through the inside ball, forward to the final toe push off. S-Motion Technology® supports natural stride, making way for improved walking performance.

MOVE ON

Walking just got easier with Move On. Enjoy cushioned comfort with our innovative TRIPAD® cushioning and our soft, lightweight sole. S-Motion Technology® built in aids in the three step walking motion, from initial heel strike, through the mid-step and to the final toe push-off.
Staying active can be easy with the proper support and comfort of this men's active shoe. Handcrafted with genuine leather, Journey features a removable CoolSTEP™ footbed, shock-absorbing mid-sole, and flexible gripped outsole. Available in all leather, or combination leather and mesh uppers.
**Journey**

Same comfort features as Journey, but with hook and loop straps to customize your fit.

- **Black** Size Run A
- **Blue** Size Run A
- **Gray** Size Run A+, Plus WWW 6-15

**Time Out™**

A long-time customer favorite, time out™ has classic comfort to keep you moving all day.

- Designed with a removable, cushioned footbed for all-day comfort,
- Added depth for extra toe room,
- TRIPAD® cushioning and padded tongue,
- Plush comfort surrounds the foot in this shoe.

Perforated leather on the upper allows for ventilation, and the EZ Lace system applies even tension across the top of the foot.

**VTO**

For quick adjustability, this men’s comfort shoe features convenient EZ Straps.

- Designed with a removable footbed, added depth for extra toe-room,
- TRIPAD® cushioning and a padded tongue,
- VTO surrounds the foot in comfort.

- **Black** Size Run A+
- **Antique Walnut** Size Run A
- **Bone** Size Run B
- **Black** Size Run A+
- **Bone** Size Run C
Slip-Resistant: These styles feature the SAS X-tra Grip Sole™, using the Brungraber Mark II test for wet and oily conditions. The unique hexagon-shape rubber outsole pattern helps to channel floor spills to maintain effective contact with floor surfaces and is non-marking.

**WOMEN’S LIBERTY**
Stay secure on your feet at work with this handcrafted lace-up slip-resistant style for women. With water-resistant leather and SAS X-Tra Grip Sole™, you can feel confident on the job. TRIPAD® cushioning and a removable CoolSTEP™ footbed help keep feet comfortable and dry all day.

**WOMEN’S PATRIOT**
Our women’s slip-on with a slip-resistant sole, Patriot is a great option for work. Designed with water-resistant leather, SAS X-Tra Grip Sole™, TRIPAD® cushioning and a removable CoolSTEP™ footbed, this style is packed full of comfort to keep you moving.

**WOMEN’S ALPINE**
Alpine is our slip-resistant lace-up ankle boot for women. Water resistant leather and the SAS X-Tra Grip Sole™ help provide protection from slipping. TRIPAD® cushioning, a CoolSTEP™ footbed and soft genuine leather provide comfort to last the day.

**MEN’S GUARDIAN**
For men who need a sturdy slip-resistant lace up, Guardian is the choice. Our SAS X-Tra Grip Sole™ is tested to help resist slipping during the work day. A CoolSTEP™ removable footbed and TRIPAD® cushioning provide long-lasting support and comfort.

**MEN’S NAVIGATOR**
This hand-laced slip-on features our SAS X-Tra Grip Sole™ and water-resistant leather to help you withstand long days on your feet where slip-resistance is needed. The removable CoolSTEP™ footbed helps keep your feet dry and comfortable all day long, while TRIPAD® cushioning supports the three main pressure points on the foot.
FOOTBEDS

COOLSTEP™
Our SAS CoolSTEP™ footbed uses an anti-bacterial foam material that aids in wicking moisture from the foot’s surface. This dual-density CoolSTEP™ foam is engineered to be firmer, more supportive, and softer under the forepart of your foot for cushioning. The O2 airflow cover on this foam helps in reducing friction that can cause heat buildup underfoot. The heel is cupped for a cradle-fit. Our SAS CoolSTEP™ footbed gives a cooler, more stable, comfortable walking experience.

• SAS Air Flow technology
• SAS SoftArch design
• Anti-fungal treatment
• Anti-bacterial treatment
• Dual-density material

STEP PLUS™
Everyday comfort insole that supports the arch, cradles the heel, and helps eliminate overall foot pain. Made with Everbounce, a material used to enhance shock-absorption. The SAS StepPLUS™ footbed contains an extra soft midsection designed to provide additional support to the metatarsal area as well as a moisture control system which helps wick away moisture. This footbed is anti-bacterial and anti-fungal.

• Everbounce cushioning material
• Enhanced arch and metatarsal support
• Cradles heel for extra stability
• Anti-fungal and anti-bacterial

MORE FOOTBEDS ARE AVAILABLE ONLINE AT SASshoes.com, OR VISIT YOUR LOCAL SAS RETAILER.

SHOE CARE PRODUCTS
Taking care of your SAS shoes has never been easier. For full details of all shoe care products, please visit SASshoes.com.

• Nubuck Brush
• SAS Shoe Brushes
• SAS Footbed Cleaner Kit
• SAS Instant Shine Sponge
• Shoelaces
• SAS Un-Scuffit
• SAS Shoe Cleaner
• SAS Water Repellent
• Odor Away
• SAS Sole Cleaner
• SAS Leather Cream
• SAS Soft Leather Cream
• Long Shoehorns
• Wax Polish Tin
• Cedar Socks
• SAS Shoe Trees
• Suede Nubuck Cleaner
• SAS Pull-Up Leather Conditioner
**SAS FACTORY & GENERAL STORE**
SAN ANTONIO, TX • EST. 1976

**Turn-of-the-Century Charm**

What is it that makes a shopping experience so memorable? One-of-a-kind atmosphere? Certainly. Unique finds? Almost always. Friendly service? Without a doubt. Luckily, you can find all of that and more at the SAS Shoe Factory and General Store.

Stepping into our SAS General Store is like stepping back in time. The antiques and Americana novelties help paint that picture, but it’s the engaging and friendly staff that really takes you back to when old fashioned values were the rule.

You can enjoy old-fashioned candy from our charming candy shop, or grab a scoop of your favorite ice cream flavor at our authentic ice cream parlor. Not to mention we’re always popping up fresh popcorn for just $0.50, and our ice-cold soda is just 10¢.

**So why all the nostalgia?**

The SAS brand is about the standards of yesteryear. The artistry of handcraftsmanship. The timeless quality of genuine leather. Those standards are present in every pair of shoes we make, and you’ll see that throughout the SAS General Store in our shoes, handbags and associates. Our General Store is located right next door to our San Antonio factory, which offers regularly scheduled tours to the public.

At SAS we believe we have the highest quality standards in the industry. Therefore, many shoes that would be sold at first quality prices by other companies are sold at a discount at our General Store. You’ll still find the superb quality and comfort you’ve come to expect from the SAS brand in these shoes. Small cosmetic flaws that don’t pass our quality standards allow us to sell them on-site at the General Store at a discounted price.

**STORE HOURS:**

Monday-Friday 9am - 6pm
Saturday 9am - 5pm
Sunday closed

**FACTORY TOURS:**

Monday-Thursday
9:15am, 12:30pm & 2:05pm
Call us to make a reservation for a factory tour! (210) 921-8103

*Li’l SAS Comfort Shoes for children are available upon request. Contact Customer Support for information.*
KEEP MOVING TO INSPIRE

San Antonio Shoemakers is dedicated to supporting the community. One of the efforts to carry out this mission is the SAS Comfort and Support Team. Established to visit disaster-stricken areas to provide those in need with a comfortable pair of shoes to get back on their feet. This group of caring individuals travels to the site of the disaster and fits victims with a brand new pair of shoes. Most importantly, they get to share a moment of fellowship. It doesn’t stop there. SAS also works with several non-profit agencies, partnering together to help bring comfort and support everyday. One pair of shoes at a time is how SAS keeps moving to inspire and care for others.
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